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Live biotherapeutic products (LBPs) are defined by the
U.S. FDA as biological products that contain live organisms
applicable to the prevention, treatment, or cure of a disease
or condition.1 LBP therapies continue to attract attention
as knowledge expands about the role of the microbiome in
disease. However, LBPs pose a unique challenge in that they
need to be stored under conditions appropriate for a drug
(preferably room temperature) but are live organisms that
typically only grow under the specific conditions where they
are natively found. For this reason, most LBPs are lyophilized
and then reconstituted following in vivo delivery to the
target site of interest, where they recover in their optimal
environment.
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Cryopreservation: An Essential But
Challenging Solution for LBPs
LBPs pose a unique Chemistry, Manufacturing, and Controls (CMC) challenge in
that they need to be stored for longer durations under conditions preferable for
pharmaceutical products, but are live organisms having a short, finite life span that
grow only under the specific oxidative, pH,
and often low-oxygen conditions of the organ where they are natively found. For this
reason, lyophilization (or freeze-drying)
is often used to extend the period of time
when the microorganisms remain viable.
During lyophilization, the microorganism
is frozen in a controlled manner and then
placed under a vacuum and heated in a
two-stage process to remove water and
desiccate the cells. The desiccated microorganisms move to a state of suspended
animation called anhydrobiosis. Many mi-
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Figure 1: Viability of 26 representative genera of bacteria after lyophilization in Arranta Bio’s cryopreservative
blends ACP-001, ACP-002, and ACP-003 and two commercial blends (CP-001 and CP-002).
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Arranta Cryopreservative Performance
The ability of the ACP blends to improve
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Figure 2: Growth recovery profiles of two representative families of bacteria after lyophilization in Arranta
Bio’s cryopreservative blends ACP-002 and ACP-003 and two commercial blends (CP-001 and CP-002) and
subsequent reconstitution.

3-fold) to that achieved using the two commercially available blends (Figure 1).
Growth recovery was also evaluated for
two representative organisms, Bacteroi-
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Figure 3: Stability of representative families of bacteria stored at 25°C/60% RH (CFU/g in Log Scale)
where the Drug Substance Powder has a total moisture content below 5% (w/w).

Resultant freeze-dried powders were subseOptical densities (OD600) were monitored
during culture and growth curves generated
over 24 hours to determine growth recovery
profiles for each organism. The time to recovery (lag phase) was measured and found
to be longer (2–14 hours) for the organisms
when freeze-dried in the commercial cryo-
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of the bacterial species having 5–8% moisture experienced some losses in potency
at 1 month and 1.5 logs to over 3 logs loss in
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potency by 24 months when stored at 25 °C
(Figure 4). Notably, the change in absolute
moisture content suggests that the initial
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ACP formulations was further examined.
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subjected to increasing levels of humidity
ranging from 19% to 59% for up to 24 hours.
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ty were evaluated at four (4) different timepoints. The DS experienced a corresponding
loss in viability with increased humidity and

Figure 4: Stability of representative families of bacteria stored at 25 °C/60% RH (CFU/g in Log Scale)
where the Drug Substance Powder has a total moisture content greater than 5% (w/w).

duration, which correlated with an increased
moisture content (and a corresponding shift
from free-flowing powder to cake-like appearance; data not shown).

Facilitating Product Development
The results of the studies performed indicate
that Arranta ACP formulations can support
preservatives (see Figure 2), while lag phase
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when formulated in ACPs was comparable
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for stability, since DS from at least four (4)

superior viability and growth recovery over
current commercial options for many LBPs,
and that DS batches produced using the ACPs
may remain viable and potent for up to two
years. Higher viabilities can facilitate reductions in manufacturing scales and/or number
of batches, which in turn can lead to lower
COGS. Combining the right cryopreservatives with cGMP manufacturing facilities
that are designed to meet the specific production requirements for these organisms,
including control of moisture and oxygen levels, are important considerations for development of LBPs as pharmaceuticals.
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